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Remarks

I The search engine does not sell speci�c positions on the page.1

I The search engine only gets paid if you click on the ad.

I Instead of selling a lottery, it is selling a contingent good,

which it does not own or control.

1or at least not explicitly, it can be the case in equilibrium.



Sponsored Search Auctions - Overview

I Bidders enter per-click (standing) bids into a database.

I Each time a user enters that query, the bids for that query are

called from the database and enter an auction

I Bids are ranked(*) and per-click prices are determined.

I Ads are displayed in rank order for a �xed number of slots.



Sponsored Search Auctions - Rank

I The search engine wants to rank the alternatives such that it

maximizes its pro�t.

I This does not necessarily imply that the highest bidder should
get the �rst position on the webpage.

I The number of clicks received by an ad and the position it
occupies in the web page are highly correlated empirically.

I Suppose highest bidder gets the �rst position, but is never
clicked upon. The search engine sees zero income, since the
contingent good (click) was not delivered.

I The search engine may want to allocate the �rst position to a
lower bid that receives a high number of clicks.

I Rank ads by "expected revenue", in practice attach a weight

to the bids, named "quality scores.", estimation of

click-through-rates, fraction of the queries that click on the ad

if its on the �rst position.



Sponsored Search Auctions - Prices

I Generalized Second Price Auction:
I After being ranked by their quality-score-adjusted bids, a

bidder pays the minimum per-click price required to keep the
bidder in her position.



a priori di�erence from previous literature

I Incorporate real-world observation: bids change slower than

quality scores and the rate at which queries arrive.

I Compare the model that takes this observations into account

(SEU) against the one that doesn't (NU).



Goal

I Estimate valuation of bidders.

I Perform Counterfactual experiments:
I Evaluate models by their out of sample predictions.
I Re-evaluate statistics on bidders pro�ts and competition.
I Compare e�ciency and revenue between Vickrey and SEU.
I Evaluate di�erent quality scores.



Basic Setup

I Static model.

I Each i ∈ I posts bid bi for a single phrase for a �xed period of

time (e.g. a week)

I Fixed J slots available.

I Consumer search is a random process: c̄ij is the probability

that a consumer clicks on a particular ad i in position j , same

for all consumers.

I c̄ij = αjγi
I Per-click price Pkj

that bidder kj in position j pays is:

pkj
=min{bkj

: skj
bkj
≥ skj+1

bkj+1
}

=
skj+1

bkj+1

skj



Equilibrium with No Uncertainty (NU)

I bidders known:
I the set of competitors,
I the score-weighted bids of opponents.

I ex post Nash equilibrium, typically not unique nor monotone

I Focus on equilibrium re�nement "envy-free equilibrium" which

are monotone:

skj
vkj
≥ ICCj ,j+1 ≥ skj+1

vkj+1

where

ICCj ,j+1 =
skj+1

bkj+1
αj − skj+2

bkj+2
αj+1

αj − αj+1



Equilibrium with No Uncertainty (NU)

I NU-EFLB (envy free lower bound):

skj
vkj

= ICCj ,j+1

I NU-EOS (lowest revenue for auctioneer and coincides with

Vicrey):

ICCj ,j+1 = skj+1
vkj+1

I bidding strategies are not truthful.



Equilibium with Uncertainty (SEU)

I Uncertainty in:

I Score - statistical algorithm updates faster than bid change.

si = s̄iεi

where εi is a shock tot the score by a random variation of the
algorithm

I Bidder Entry - budget limits, multiple ads, demographic
targeting:

C i ∈ C̃ i is the realization of the random subset of participants
other than i



Equilibium with Uncertainty (SEU)

Assume bidders correctly anticipate:

I distribution of Ci

I mean of opponent's bi s̄i

I distribution of score shocks (i.i.d. and usual "desirable"

properties)



Equilibium with Uncertainty (SEU)

Bidder's problem is to maximize:

EUi (bi ; b−i , s̄) ≡ vi · Qi (bi ; b−i , s̄)− TEi (bi ; b−i , s̄)

where:

Qi (bi ; b−i , s̄) denotes the expected number of clicks to be received

with bid bi

TEi (bi ; b−i , s̄) denotes the expected total expenditure of the

advertiser for the clicks received with bid bi



Theorem 1

(Under a set of conditions) The equilibrium of the GSP auction in

the SEU enviroment exists and is unique.

Equilibrium not necessarily envy-free nor monotone (although latter

holds for enough large number bidders and su�cient uncertainty.)



Bidders incentives

The bidders problem can be rewritten as maxqi
qi (vi − ACi (qi ))

with FOC:

vi = qiAC
′
i (qi ) + ACi (qi ) ≡ MCi (qi )

where ACi (qi ) =
TEi (Q

−1

i
(qi ))

qi
and

Q−1i (qi ) = inf {bi : Qi (bi ) ≥ qi}



Identi�cation

I In NU model:
I identify score-weighted valuations for each bidder that lie

between the steps of the ICC curve. Generally bounds, not
point-denti�ed:

skj
vkj
∈ [ICCj,j+1, ICCj−1,j ]

I identi�cation of valuations per query. Which allows the bounds
not to be consistent across queries.

I In SEU model:
I if TE (·) di�erentiable vi = MCi (Qi (bi )) since distributions

required to calculate MCi (qi ) are observable.
I if TE (·) not di�erentiable and bi ∈ [b′i , b

′′
i ) then

vi ∈ [MCi (Qi (b
′
i )),MCi (Qi (b

′′
i ))]



Valuation Estimation

vi =

∂TEi (bi ;b−i ,s̄)
∂bi

∂Qi (bi ;b−i ,s̄)
∂bi



Valuation Estimation

Qi (bi ; b−i , s̄) =E
C̃ i ,ε

∑
j

∑
k∈C̃ i

Pr(Φj
ik(b, s̄, ε; C̃ i ) = 1) · αjγi


TEi (bi ; b−i , s̄) =E

C̃ i ,ε

∑
j

∑
k∈C̃ i

Pr(Φj
ik(b, s̄, ε; C̃ i ) = 1) · αjγi

s̄kεkbk
s̄iεi


where Φj

ik is an indicator of bidder i is in slot j and bidder k is in

slot j + 1:



Valuation Estimation

Use empirical distribution of:

I scores to approx uncertainty in scores.

I bidder con�gurations to approx uncertainty in bidder

con�gurations.

Use assumption 2 (E [log(εit)] = 0) to get E [log(sit)] = log(s̄it)),
so you can estimate the mean score from the observed realizations

of the scores ˆ̄si . Form the sample of estimated shocks to the scores

by ε̂it = sit
ˆ̄si
and compute the empirical distribution of shocks. Both

are consistent estimators.



Valuation Estimation

1. Take draws from the empirical distribution of con�gurations

and shocks to the scores.

2. Compute the rank of the bidder.

3. Compute the price paid.

4. Estimate the total expenditure ( ˆTE (·)) function as (simulated)

sample average across draws.

5. Estimate the expected quantity of clicks ( ˆQ(·))as (simulated)

sample average across draws.

6. Compute the empirical numerical derivative.

7. Obtain v̂i



Theorem 4

The estimators are consistent. Under the su�cient conditions of

Theorem 1 and Assumption 2, the estimates of valuations are

asymptotically normal.



Data - General Description

I 2 high-value search phrases.

I 3-month period between 2006 and 2009.

I 7500 searched per week between both phrases.

I 8ads displayed.

I data used only from one week at a time.

I details preserved for con�dentiality purposes.



Data - Observables for each user query

I Advertiser and speci�c ad.

I position of the ad.

I per-click bid and system-assigned score.

I per-click-prices.

I clicks received by each advertiser.



NU-EOS overestimates value per click compared to SEU.

NU-EFLB underestimates value per click compared to SEU.



NU-EOS overestimates per query pro�t per click compared to SEU.

NU-EFLB underestimates perquery pro�t per click compared to

SEU.



Counterfactual experiments

Taking valuations from each model using one week of data, and

predicting revenue for the following week.







I Squashing: 1st phrase -2%revenue, -.5%e�ciency.

I Squashing: 2nd phrase +9%revenue, -4.5%e�ciency.

I Coarsening: 1st phrase +2%revenue, -1%e�ciency.

I Coarsening: 2nd phrase +18%revenue, -2%e�ciency.

I Coarsening: trade-o� between e�ciency and competition.

More targeted ads, have less competition



Conclusions

I Model closer to real-world application.

I Neater identi�cation (equilbrium uniqueness).

I Bidder valuations and pro�ts lower than recognized by prev.

literature.

I Better predicting power out-of-sample.

I Allows comparisons between auction formats.

I Allows assesment of di�erent scoring methods.


